My name is Ariel Wang and I am running for the position of the undergraduate representative for the Monash University Academic Board. I am currently a third-year Law and Commerce student. Having been at university for three years already and having to stay for a further three years to finish my degree, means that not only have I recouped sufficient experience as a student to understand what university students need, but I also am interested in creating long term improvements that will extend to the future.

I believe and stand with the fact that students may be disadvantaged from studying at their full academic capacity from time to time, in ways that may not be captured by current university regulations and would like to raise to the university further solutions to aid students in their education. This may be in endeavoring to push for compulsory lecture recordings, the time limit for exams, more helpful and guided processes for special consideration and further issues that may be raised by the student body.

I have a long history of volunteering and also being a part of the committee of many university clubs, highlighting my ongoing passions in helping out students. I would like to play an active role in the ongoing improvement of our University for the better of the students that create the personality of our University and would appreciate your help in making this possible.